
As one advisor, BRG provides support and 
expertise across the lifecycle of a transaction

CORPORATE FINANCE

HEALTHCARE TRANSACTION  
ADVISORY SERVICES 

THINKBRG.COM

 - State regulatory and 
reimbursement policy outlook

 - Health plan reimbursement, 
strategy, and other services

 - Market studies and competitive 
position

 - Critical assessment of investment 
thesis and business plan

 - Strategic development of 
measurable tactics to execute

 - Tax-structuring alternatives

 - Valuation modeling

 - Financial due diligence

 - Operational due diligence

 - Tax diligence and structuring

 - Coding/chart review

 - Compliance assessments

 - Revenue cycle assessments

 - Black-box analysis 

 - Facilities assessments

 - IT and cybersecurity assessments

 - HR compensation and benefits

 - Integration planning

 - TSA planning

 - Synergy validation

 - Integration project management 
(IMO)

 - Culture and governance

 - Change management and 
communication 

 - Synergy tracking and reporting

 - Value creation: people, processes, 
technology

 > Organizational structure

 > Revenue cycle

 > Managed care contracts

 > Budgeting/financial planning

 > Supply chain

 > Accounting/finance

 > Clinical delivery model

Our deep bench of seasoned healthcare operators and advisors provides unparalleled industry 
knowledge and functional skills to assist providers, health plans, and other market participants 
execute their growth strategies. Whether a transaction involves buying, selling, or partnering, our 
transaction advisory team helps companies with strategic evaluation and execution of deals for go-
forward optimization and creation.

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

JOHN BROCK 
Managing Director 
jbrock@thinkbrg.com 
404.680.9674

John leads BRG’s Healthcare TAS practice and has 20+ years of 
experience advising clients through mergers and acquisitions as 
well as integrations within the healthcare industry.

Andrew has 19+ years of financial and advisory experience, with 
the last 15 years focusing on the buy- and sell-side healthcare 
diligence transactions in the middle market.

ANDREW ECKSTEIN 
Managing Director 
aeckstein@thinkbrg.com 
615.403.6741

TRANSACTION DUE DILIGENCE INTERGRATION AND OPTIMIZATION

Integrated approach to comprehensive diligence with seamless transition to integration planning and execution

Transaction Diligence & 
Integration Planning

Integration Management &  
Value Creation



Berkeley Research Group, LLC, including its subsidiaries, is not a CPA firm and does not provide audit, attest, or public accounting services.  
BRG is not a law firm and does not provide legal advice. BRG is an equal opportunity employer. The information provided is not intended to and does not 

render legal, accounting, tax, or other professional advice or services, and no client relationship is established with BRG by making any information 
available in this publication. None of the information contained herein should be used as a substitute for consultation with competent advisors.

About BRG
Berkeley Research Group, LLC (BRG) is a global consulting firm that helps leading organisations advance in three key 
areas: disputes and investigations, corporate finance, and performance improvement and advisory. Headquartered in  
California with offices around the world, we are an integrated group of experts, industry leaders, academics, data 
scientists and professionals working across borders and disciplines. We harness our collective expertise to deliver the 
inspired insights and practical strategies our clients need to stay ahead of what’s next.
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